
HARVEST 2020

Harvesting into store started in late

September with most growers availing

of the good conditions to get started.

However many growers were

commenting that skin set was slow

which has delayed lifting by a week.

This may be a result of the slower

action of the available desiccants this

year, before the approval for the use of

Diquat was granted, or it may just be a

seasonal effect, whichever, it highlights

the need for growers to test each

individual field before starting to lift.

This is especially important in those

crops that were desiccated late i.e.

September, with Spotlight Plus or

Gozai. At the recently held Teagasc

desiccation workshop it was clear that

both of the two products mentioned

above were very slow to work and could

take 5-6 weeks to completely desiccate

crops (see Picture 1.- Rooster treated

with Gozai, two weeks after application

on September 5th).

Pic. 1; Gozai – 2 weeks after application

Be aware that while the haulms are

coming away from the stolons quite

easily, the skins are still quite soft on

many tubers meaning that they are not

yet ready.

Crops are sitting higher in drills this

year so ensure the harvester or

windrower is set up for the crop in

hand. Remember, settings on the

harvester may have to be adjusted from

day to day depending on the conditions.

Consult manufacturer settings for

individual settings but the following are

a few simple guidelines:

1. Ensure the diablo rollers are aligned

with the drills. Avoid having too

much downward pressure as this will

squash tubers near the surface.

This is important in wet conditions

to avoid “Bulldozing” of the drills or

bruising of tubers near the surface.

2. Check the depth of the share; too

shallow and tubers will be sliced.

Too deep and extra soil will be

brought onto the web and will need

extra separation which will slow

down the operation.

3. Check disc setting, if it is too wide

you risk bringing extra soil and even

stones onto the webs. Too deep and

again tubers may be sliced.

4. Aim to have the sieving web at 85%

filled with tubers. If the web is too

slow then you risk tubers being

forced to the side and damaged. Too

fast, tubers will roll back down the

web.

5. Keep agitation of the tubers to the

minimum level required to remove

soil. Bouncing the tubers will cause

excessive bruising. Many crops are
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reported to have high dry matters

this year and so they are

particularly vulnerable.

6. Check the speed of the rollers - if

they are turning too fast they can

throw tubers up in the air, too slow

and they can “grab” the tubers.

7. Watch out for wear on all padding

material and side curtains, where

gaps appear tubers can get trapped

or banged.

8. When transferring to the

trailer/box, make sure there is good

communication between the drivers.

Cushion the fall of the tubers as

much as possible. Drop height from

the harvester to the trailer can

result in significant bruising.

Dropping tubers from a height of

more than 1m onto a hard floor will

result in bruising. Also remember

that dropping a tuber more than 1m

onto another tuber will damage

both!

9. Always check the operator’s manual

or consult with the manufacturer

when changing settings for

different conditions.

10. Carry out daily checks using a hot

box for bruising. Set the

temperature at 34 -36o C and leave

the samples overnight. Inspect the

tubers and assess the numbers

bruised. Use these inspections to

inform the drivers of any issues at

harvest.

The AHDB have produced a series of

three videos which show how to reduce

tuber damage which can be accessed at;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGt-U7UuOZA&t=8s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtSQ2PRH4Zs&t=6s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gim5GsXaT0&t=5s

______________________________

STORAGE

Store hygiene is always critical when it

comes to maintaining quality. Remove all

dust and soil before the new crop comes

into store. Dust will contain disease

spores which will in turn act as a source

of contamination for the new crop.

Remember, just a single gram of dust

can contain thousands of silver scurf

spores which will infect the new crop if

the dust is not removed. Where rots

are seen on the grading table disinfect

the equipment daily to prevent

contamination of the next day’s crop.

Products like Jet 5 (peroxyacetic acid)

will help to reduce the transfer of

infection.

Make sure that crops are properly dried

and cured before going into store,

remember temperature has an

important effect on the rate of curing

see Table 1.

Table 1:

Tuber

Temp

(ºC)

Initial

Suberisation

(Days)

Healing

Complete

(Days)

<5 7 - 14 21 - 42

10 4 7 - 14

20 1 - 2 3 - 6

Blackleg was reported in many crops in

2020 so we can expect some diseased

tubers to be still present at harvest

time. No doubt a few these diseased

tubers will find their way into store,

however, they be controlled by good

curing which will mummify the affected

tubers and thereby reduce the spread

in store.



Pic. 2; Soft rot

Fill the box store quickly and evenly,

this will help to the fridge unit to work

efficiently and to bring the crop to the

desired storage temperature as quickly

as possible. Make sure all boxes are

filled no higher than water level and

that the boxes are stacked in the

correct manner to aid air flow.

Air will always take the easiest route

back to the fridge so make sure that

there are no obstacles or alleys in the

stack which will result in uneven air flow

through the boxes.

There should be at least 10-12 probes in

the boxes to monitor temperature.

Remember these are sending info back

to the fridge telling it when to turn on

and off. For box stores a ventilation

rate of 0.02m3/s/t is recommended.

Over ventilation will result in excess

moisture loss and decrease weight, as

well as costing money. Under ventilation

can result in CO2 build up, condensation

etc. which can spread disease.

A good guide to managing potato stores

can be found on the AHDB website at;

https://potatoes.ahdb.org.uk/publicatio

ns/store-managers-guide or use the QR

code below to view it on your

smartphone.

_____________________________

PEST DAMAGE

Given the wet autumn we can expect

that there will be plenty of slug activity

again this year while there are also

some isolated reports of wireworm

damage. Target these crops to be lifted

first, as the damage will only get worse

the longer they are left in the ground.

Pic. 3; Wireworm eating a potato

Pic. 4; Slug damage

At this stage there are no control

options other than harvesting the crops

as soon as possible. Grade the crop as

hard as possible before going into store

and try to remove as much of the

damaged material as possible. Label the

boxes according to the field and

separate them in store.

_____________________________
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